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Parent Education and Public Policy: A Conference Repo9t

Ron Haskins

The purpose of thit 'report is to sumiarize the conference on "Parent

Education and Public Policy" wfiich washeld at the Quail Roost Conference

Center near Durham, North Carolina in March, 1980. This report is 4,T;ided-
.. -

Into sections: 1) background of the conference; 2) conference

1. proceedings; 3) policy recotIndations from.tonference work groups; 4) theMes

emerging from the conference; 5) outline of a book that will result from the

conference; and 6) -reflections on planning and conductingconferences

addiessed to issues 'of public polCY.

Background of the Conference

Theiast decade has seen a Vowing interest in parent education s.

programs. ,T0o widely cited publications can be mentioned to indicate the

type, of schar ing that has contributed to this interests

The first, a revief of preschool programs.by prie Bronfenbrenner (1975),

was (and still is) one of the most thorough examinatiork of preschool inter-'

vention programs with low-income families ,and children. Careful comparison,

of programs that involved parents In the curriculum"with programs that

delivered their curriculum without involving parents led Bronfenbrenner to

the conclusion that the former. produced effects thatwere more,substantiaL

and enduring than the latter. This. conclusion, wrote Bronfenbrenner, impli d
I

the need for a "major reorientation in the ddsign of.intervention programs

and in the-training of personnel to work,in this area ", (1975, p. 59Y).

... . . .
,

_AlthOugh Bronfenbrennex's vision was focused or4 a number of sweeping changes,
t .,

am904 these was an emphasis on using the child's parents "as the primary

,

4

4
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agents of socialization- (p. 598). In short, Bronfenbrennee- judgment was

. .
. d'hn

.

that intervention program§ fo4children from low- income families should

. 1
relinquish their focus oq. Children in center-based programs, and set their

)

sights on working directly with parents. ---1--,\

,.-

At the other extreme; Steven Schlossman, in an article in thv Teachers .

College Record (1978) that caused substantial controversy, argued that parent

4

-education was being used by "academics and child development 'experts' in .

Washington" to shift-the responsibility for the fgilure of intervention

programs from program designers and administrators to parents. As Sbhlossman

subtly stated the case:

How well or poorly mothers stimulate their children's minds daily

at home becomes the key variable in explaining the children's

later success or failure in school and work. Parent education

programs thereby shift the burden of accountability for failure

from the government-sponsored professional educator to the
(_
poverty

parent. In William Ryan's terms, they sharply increase tKe

likelihood of -b12aming the victim` ". in rationalizing the inability

of.federal programs to equalize educational opportunity. (p. 790)

The reviews by Bronfenbrenner and Schlossman are but two of the better

and more controversial pieces in a literature that has beLn growing rapidly

in recent years. Underlying this literat.ure are a number of forces that,

taken together, have contributed to the widespread interest in parent

education. Of these, perhaps four are of special note:
r

1. Many educators, parents, and popular writers believe that the

preschool years are critical to subsequent development; i.e., that
6
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missed opportunities for, development because of inadequate

stimulation during these years can never bp recovered;

20 Particularly aftef the-Westinghotise evaluation of Head Start

.(Cicirelli, 1969)--in which it-was concluded that intellectual gains

produced by Head Start participation faded rapidly after entry into

the public schoo17-many educators and academicians reasoned that the

influey nce.of-families was pervasive. What could be expected from

10
denter-based intervention, this reasoning went, when ,children

spend far more time in the very environment, i.e., their home, which

'

seems to be the ,source of their pfotilem in the first p ce?;

lk 3. A belief has developed among advocates of parent programs that /
adequately designed- intervention programs can sign icantly cha4e

.

, -7-0°. ,-i---

the attitudes, values, and child rearing practices of parentn;

4. Since beliefs grounded in philosophical assumptions often carry as

much weight as data, parent education seemed important because

parents have both a right and a responsibility,to participate in

their child's development. Thus, data on .effects of parent programs

.

are in some sense orthogonal to the view that parent programs are a

right.
.

For'these and other reasons, theni parent education has come to enjoy

widespread populaftty amo4 educators and 'reformers. The long-term implica-

tions of this emphtlais on.parent education deserve careful and dispassionate

sicamination. 'Are-exclusively center-based programs to be discredited?.

ShoUld-federally-aponsored intervention programs insist on parent partictpa-
,

tion? If so, What speelfic Corm should this-parent participation assume?

'6

11°
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To answer these and similar questions dbout parent education, a group of

academicians and educators at the University of North Carolina--all with

extensive backgrounds in various aspects of parent education--propoged to

sponsor a *conference of leading scholars and prattitioners of parent

education, preschool intervention, and social policy decision making. The

National Institute of Education provided nec funding, and the

conference was conducted in March of 1980.

Of the scholars asked to participate in the conference, more than 90%

accepted. All conference participants were sent an explanation of the

'purpose of the conference (see below}, a list of participants, and a list of

policy questions that would be addressed during the conference (see Appendix

?
A). Of those who agreed to attend the conference, only one person

subsequently withdrew (see Appendix A for &list of conference participants).

This rather'high level of participation and effort may be taken as evidence

that interest n parent education as an area of research and potential policy

initiatives is quite high ,indeed.,

Conference Proceedings
'14

Overview of Conference Organization
)

The general plan of the conference was.to conrct with a number of .
.-.

. /

participants to prepare background papers, and thei to dbe these papers as an

organizational framework for the conference proceedings. The format of the

first part of the conference, then, included brief summaries'of the papers by

each author, followed by.about 15 minutes of discussion.

In the;second part of the conferen6, participants were as ,pigned to one

11Pc

of four discussion groups. Leaders for each group were contacted by phone

and by letter before the conference and advised of the primary questions Lhat

t*N

their group should addre

a.

1
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-The conference concluded wj.th a larger-group meeting in which each group

4
summarized its discussions and concluions. Following these summaries,

corference payticipants attempted to identify any major Oblicy initiatives

that might be appropriate. (Appendix A contains a copy of the conference

program.)

Paper Presentations and Summaries

I

A major objective of the conference was to summarize knowledge in each

of various areas that comprise parent educa . These topics were selected

by the UNC planning group after lengthy discussions with. authorities in the

academic comlinity and with officials at HIE (primarily Oliver Moles, Cyrithia

Waligt, and Lois-ellin Datta). 'The topic areas selected, the titles of

specific'papers under each topic area, and the authors of each paper are

summarized in 'Appendix A.

Of 18 people contacted by phone and askedIto write papers, all 18 '

accepted, and 16 of these in fact produced written pa ri. After the authors

PrSPhad agreed toeprepare a background paper for the c nference, they were sent a

follow-up letter that explained the assigned topics in greater detail,

provided a set of guidelines for preparing.the papers; and asked to send .

their papers to'Chapel Htll one month befOre the conferer4m (see Appendix B

for a sample letter and guidelines for preparing the papers). After the

.
papers had been received, authors were sent another letter with instructions

for preparing and delivering their payer summaries during the conference.

Of the 18 authors who ed to prepare background paper's, 14 complete&

their papers at least one month before.the conference and sent the first
/

draft to Chapel Hill. These were then printed in multiple copies, assembled
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into booklets, and sent to all conference participants 3 weeks before the

conference begad.

During the conference', each author was given 10 minutes to summarize

their main line of reasoning, and time wes-Acept in a rather strict fashion.

Following each paper presentation,. about 10-15 minutes were taken for

discussion. It

used on the questions and comments made duxiyg the conference,,it was

apparent that many participants had read the papers and that they were able

to ask specific questions or make will-thought-out comment's on the various.'

issues raised in the papers. In short,,, the papers seemed to. serve seedy

i

t the function for which they were intended; i.e., to provide common beekgrodad'

material and raise specific issues for discussion.

Small Group Meetings .

Members of the Chapel Hill planning group talked with a number of

authorities on parent education And publicipolicyboth in the academic

/)community and in the federal government - -in order to identify the most

important policy issues concerning parent education. After discussion with

these authorities, and even more elaborate discussions among members of the

planning group,/olsettled on the four work-group teTics described below.

Professional and institutional roles and responsibilities. The

important issue here is what roles various institutions and professions

should play in.promoting parent education. In particular, what is the role

of teachers, social workers, psychologists, and doctors or nurses in-involv-

ing parents in the services.delivered to children by the institutions repre-

sented by these professionals (i.e., schools, social services departments,

mental health and similar programs, and hospitals or pediatric clinics)?

9
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Does each of these professions have an obligation to involve parents in their

service- delivery, and if so, what specifiq activities should parents be..

exposed to and what' responsibilities should professionals encourage.parents

to assume?

Priorities among'parerit programs. The question of priorities among

types of parent ,programs reduces to at least three. more specific questions.

First, what type of parents and children should be the' primary targets-Of
'J

parent programslow-income parents, minority parents, parents of handicapped

children? 'SeCond, should programs focus on parents of preschool childrerib,
.

schod-age Children, or both? /Third, what are the specific *ypes 9f program

activities that should receive priority? In particular, should' programs

attempt to provide parents with information about child development, teach

,

desirable child rearing techniques, help parents learn how to conduct

particular curriculum activities with their children, or prov de'cbunsel and

support to parents addressed to their own problems--such as emp
,

4011

finances,

14

d mental health.

Integration of parent programs with other social programs. The federal

government, and to a lesser degree state governments, now support a broad

of human service programswelfare, education, child care, food

supplements, job trainingp;and so forth. To what extent are parent education

$ apd parent participation a part of, these programs? Can these and dimilar

progrgms integrate parent education and parent participation?

Federal, state,'and local responsibilities for' parent programs. Thg

primary question posed here is: Whatois the appropriate division of

responsibility and funding among federal, state, and local governments in

support of parent programs?, More specifically, Is it possible to identify

.4)

-id

0

k
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-functions that are best performed by particular levels of goyernment; e.g.,

the federal government establishing general goals, funding research, and

distributing resources; state governments designing, implementing, and

evaluating parent programs; and local governments maintaining operational

control of programs.
,

/
In order to,effectively pursue these topics, the Chapel Hill planning

group decided to select discussion group leaders.who were familiar with they
A

topic and whore forceful enough to keep a discussion group on task while

promoting at ledst, moderate consensus in answering the questions posed by

each topic. After discussion, we selected Ellen Hoffman of the Children's

Defense Fund,.David Weikart of High/Scope Educational Research Foundation,

EdithGrotberg of the AdministratiOn for:Children, Youth, and Families,-and

John Niblock of the Northgarolina Governor's Advocacy Council on Children

and Youth to serve as the respective leaders of the/four .groups described'

above.,
0

We then,contacted these potential group leaders by phone, explaihed why

they had been selected, reviewed what their responsibilities *mild-be, and

discussed the particular questions with which their group\-wouldlibe asked to

deal. 'All four accepted and subsequently served. as group leaders. Each

leader was,sent a detailed letter reviewing what we wanted and outlining in

more'detail the particular topic their group was to discuss.

Policy Recommendations from Conference Work, Groups

Each work group met for approximately 3 hours to discuss their topic and

to reach specific answers to thp questions posed for their group. The group .

discussions were recorded on audio tape, and each group leader.was asked to

submit a written report within one month following tpe conference. The work-
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group summaries presentea,below
1
are based, on the. recorded discussions and the

.individual reports.

Priorities Among Parent Programsl'

Because prieritiesamong parent programs gust e based on such a diverse

set of considerations such as age of children, health status of children,

financial condition'of the family; and type of setting in which. the program
0

is offered, the Priorities work group elected to identify the major-goals of

to,

all parent programs and then to specify the programs' elements that are

essential, desirable, and optimal.

,The-group identified three general goals of all parent prograis:

l._ to optimiZ6 the developMent of parenting skills;
-111.

2. to optimize adtilefdevelopment as parents;

-;3. to strengthen families in ways that promote achieving the first two

#

goals.

To achieve these goalsothe Priorities work group agreed that the

following eight program elements we re` essential,,desirable, or optional:

Essential program elements.,

l. Child development inforMatibn. There wad no illusion among group

members that providing information alters parent behavior or atti-

tudes, but information is;essentialas a precursor to attitude

change. 'As a result of research and experience, professionals have

.moved away frO;lthe old assumption that if one just gives parents

.information, their behavior will change. Nonetheless, child
e

'This section is based on a -writtee report of this group's discussion

prepared by Bazel.Leler.
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.4
..develOpment inform ion 184 necessary ingredient- of parent

programs.
'1

2. Skill development. This program eliment consists of helping parents

develop the skills'they need to dealwith their children., These\

skills include stimulation of infants and children, use of appro-
\

I
priate behavior control methods, and techniques of parti2ipating in

A (

and influencing community groups and-agencies.

3. Program activities. Necessary activities of, quality parent programs

include holding parent meetings, observing children, con ucting

home visits, volunteering in classyoms, working in paid r paid

-714 ^ paraprofessional -roles, and conducting family workshops.

4

Th

4. Governance. Parents benefit most from programs when they are

involved in program operatibns and control. The deficit view that

parents, need education to reduce their shOrtcomings has been widel

`supplanted by the
*
view that parent involvement should be avartner-

ship in'whictrpareas benefit from exercising their rights and maxi-

.mizing control over their lives. Further, their involvement serves

'as g form pf quality control of the program itself.

Desirable program elements

r

1. Group suri,ort. Parents and prOgram workecs can come together toi

,hell ) each other achieve common goals and to share ideas. Support',

groups are highlfiluable because they reduce the parents' Isola-

_tion
/
and help them Corm a community devoted to achieving common

goals.

2. Advocat. "Programs can help parents develop advocacy skills to

secure their rights.

13
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T 11.

Parents can become systematically and

/I ;

fr

rigorously nvoived in evaluatiNpprogeaqs andionitoring their t

) I,

effective ss. Researchers have found that parJnts cmn, through

training, become valuable paraprofelcionals secdring-

useful data.

Optional program element. Finally; the Fork-group identified one

optional progr4 element;, namely, counseling. Counseling may be valuable,in

helping parents solvetheir own problems, but research has not demonstrated

its value in changing betvaior and attitudes as much as more structured

educational programs.

1r
The eight program elements listed abovewe're formulated by the

Priorities work group to provide a basic framework for designing or improVing

parent education programs. If professionals continueontinue to'carefully evaluate

existing programs such as Exploring Early Childhood, Head Start, Home Start,

Follow Through, and ParentChild Centers, it will be,possible to determine R

whether these elements exist in ongoing programs and the extent to which they

are effective in'influencing parental behavior. Information of this type

will, in the long run, help professionals determine which of these eight

elements should receive the highest priorities.

Integration of Parent Programs with Other Social Programs2

Many current programi at the federal level support, involve, br educate

parents. Examplei of) programs in each category include Aid to Families with

2Thip section is based or..a written report of this group's discussion*

prepared by Edith Grotberg.'
A

I

4

ti
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Dependent Children,(AFDC), Title of\the Elementary and Secoridary Education
..111

Act, and Home Start respectively. Thus there is a broad range bf- programs

tha encourage or even require parent participation of some type. In
-II

.

general, three types 'or iparent participation in social programs might be

recognized:
.

I
, ---....or

o (

1. Parent involvement. As defined by this gr'bup, parent involveMentL--
s

0 ,-

refers to programs in which parents help make program decisions and set

policy. Parents'are not the object of training; rather, they participate

on an equal basis with professionals in making decision's.

2. Parent educa tion. Parent education prograds are those that attempt

to give parents knowledge or skills that relate to their function a.,sparents.

The intent &f these programs is to have parents develop skills. so they can

use initormation and services effectively without the need for institutional

support, Above all, the aim of parent education is to make parents

independent.

,3. Parent support. Parent support involves neither participation in

'program decisions nor the provision of i31hformation or skills; rather, parent .

support Is any service, resource, dr organization that provides financial,

service, or psychological' assistance to parents in fulfilling their child

rearing function. By this definition, AFDC is a financial support program;

Title XX day care and the day care tax credit are service support programs;

and Parents Anonymous is a psychological support program.

The work group agreed that all human service programs shOuld consider
"A

all three types of=parent participation. Further, an important element. of

coordination between parent programsds to make all three types of participa-
c

tionievailpe to parents who need it.
4

15
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In order,to Achieve this coordination between programs in-which parents

participate, the group identified three guidelines that should shape federal'

policy:

4,

1. All progiams that affect arents,should empower them to participate

7-0.. Ai
in the tision making process for developing and carrying out the

progr
#

2. All program7that affect children,must have a parent education

dr----component sb ,thakparents might develop the skills and acquir the

information dat will/enAile thpm to better parents'

3. Every program intend o serve families must demonstrate the ways
* . /

1

program activities 4ill support the entire family, preserve the

family's integrity, ind respect its uniqueness. Programs

emphasf,zing the prevention of family dissolUtion mast clarify those

i" program elements that are directed toward this end.
.4. .

.

Professional and,Institutional Roles and Reiponsibilities3

This work group was charged with the task of considering the roles of

the arioua professionals and , insti ions that are. or be involiied in

I
t education.' The group made n major recommendations:

lr
1. All human service professionals--as well as professionals (such as

theippliCe) who have contact with families on a regular basth--
,A.

should-etrained in working with parents. More specifically, they

should have training in human growth and development and in

understanding the responsibilities of professionals to promote

,

family development eind in grity. In addition, professionals should

3This seciTon Is basedon a written report of this group's discussion

prepared by Ellen Hoffman.

ti

16
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I

be trained-to underitand'and accept their responsibility to help

parents deal with the institutions that influence child and family

- development.

2. ;'Professionals should be responsive and sensitive--but not

'aggressive- -abode offering their advice and informahon to parents.

1

In order-to. accomplibh this goal, professionals should receive both

preservice and inservicetraihing which includes the following

elements:

-a. how to avoid cultuial bias;

,b. bow to increase their sensitivity to the need& of parents and

their children -- including the specialneeds of nontraditional

family types such as single-parent families;

c. how to enhance parents: understanding of the operation of
V

institutions and tow to improve the relationship between

instituti s, profesbionals, and parents.

T3. In addition t enhancing the roles of professionals in parent

educatiop, policy should ,encourage development of community ,support

systems. Researchers should try tick...become "family advocates" by

identifying actual needs of parents aralCommunities and by trying to

r.
identify and delineate what support systems are already available.

4. "The media should beused as a vehicle for providing information on

subjects of concerntto parents; e.g., health, nutrition, eddcation,

and so on. Development andttstribution oi"public service announce-

ments and exploration of the poteptial of cable television should be

undertaken.

17
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5. The role of schools in providing parent education should be

,r
expanded. Such education should include:

a. information about child and famil devffilopmknt in the elementary

school;

b. technical information about family.life and the values under

lying family responsibility at the junior #nd senior high

(levels.

6. Evaluation and reporting requirements should be built into all

programs providing for parent education so that the strength's and

weaknesses of various models are consciously addressed and

documented. %
....,

7. The development of new roles and jobs for professionals working with

families, as well as the c eationof new models of parent

involvement in publi,4 and private programs, should be undertaken.

Such new roles might include, for ex,ample, a "Fa rent resource

coordinator" in the public schools to assure th

access to' information they require.

parents have

Federal, State, an Local, Responsibilities for Parent Prograis4

The taWaddressed.by this work group was to examine the appropriate

division of re,ponsibility and funding for parent progr among federal,

.state, and local governments. The group made the following recommendations:.

1. There should be a federal mandate for parent education and parent

participation in all federal legislation and programs dealing with
4,

families. This mandate should apply to at least the following

4This section is based on a written report of this group's discussion

prepared.by John Niblock.

18
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programs: Social Security'Act Titles T A, IV-B, V,.X, XIZ. and XX;

Elementary and-)econdary Education Act Titles I, III, andVII; P.L.

94-142; Emergency School Assistanc Act; Head Start; Home Start;

Follow Through; Runaway Youth Act; Foster Care; Supplemental

Security Income; Special Supplemental Food for Women,Infants, and

Children (WIC);:AgriculturalrExtension Program; Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Preventiqn Ac Appalachian Regional Commission day care,
44141.

and inflt mortality programs%,,ComprehensiVe Employment and Training

Act; an(Job Corps. This mandate should include the stipulat4on

.

that a certain perctntage of each program'.
0!s nuaget should be set

aside fort parent education.

2. Federal, state, and lotal programs should all attempt to empower

parents by supporting mediating structures such as. neighborhood

organizations, churches, and voluntary.agencies. Whenever possible,

programs should allow such mediating structures, rather than local,'

state, or federal government agencies, to administer and run

programs tka; affect parents or children. Government oversight

o

shoUld be parmittedit the actual conduct of programs should be

the responsibility of these mediating structures.

3. State governments should take the initiative in passing legislation
-

and appropriating funds to sup t parent education through the

public schools. These prOgrams would include training of students
4

as kuture, parents and courses fox parents and interested citizens in

local communities. Such state legislation should leave ample room

for local education authorities to adapt their programs to local

t.

19
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needs ,arid to have control of the programs within broad guidelines

etttblished by.state.legislation.

general Conference Themes

Generalizing across*the workgroup reports just summarized, as Well as
9

the various group discussions during-the conference, four themes appeared to

receive more or less general support. I emphasize the term "more or less"-

not all conference participants,would agree wit /all of these themes.

1. There seemed netrly unanimous agreement that th1 current political

/

and economic situation does not lend itself toimajor new initiatives

in anent education.

2. Given this political and economic climate (which, has intensified

1

since the conference; i.e., since March of 1980), it is necessary-

for advocates of parent programs to do two things: as perfect the

programs that are currently funded in order to establish ,a solid
J

base of research support for effective parent programs t /can be

expanded when more money is available; and b) emphasize' tV,e rol4if e of.

the private sector in-funding research and service programs of

parent educ4ion.

3. An important initiative in parent education that does not require

large sans of money is to amend current federal and state

legislation fo'r all programs affecting children and. families in such

a way that parentsliseld be authorized to have the maximum feasible

participation' in program decision making and program delivery. At

minimum, all human service programs should have parents in positions

of power on their advisory boardS.

20.
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4: AlAhough_,many_conference participants felt there were adequate data

to support the claim that parent programs are effective, nearly all

participants believed that parent involvement in Programs that

affect families is a right and does pot require research support.

The basic justification for this position is that in a democracy,

citizens have a right to play a direct and influential role in any

institution that affects their lives.
0

Publication of Conference Papers

A major shortcoming of conferences intended to address policy issues is

that they usually can do no more than make recommendations. This, of course,

is not a very effective approach to influencing policy decisions. The
'I

chances of a.conference having any impact on policy--even in the long run -is

reduced to almost nothing if Conference proceedings and conclusions are not

published in as conspicuous a manner as pos'sible. Thus, the Chapel Hill

planning group has made arrangements for the background papers and some f
.

. .

the group recommendations to be published by a commercial publisher. Members,

.of the planning group do not labor under the assumption that a publication

' I

will necessarily inflyence policy, but it will at least increase the possi-

billity that conference proceedIngs will help shape the, view of professionals,

service practitionefs, and policymakers and will be available to groups or

individuals who subsequently take up the banner of affecting public policy'

on behalf of parent education..
wo

This volume is currently being prepared for publication as part of an

ongoing series on social policy analysis'. Published by the Ablex Publishing
r

Company of Norwood, New Jersey, the series is being organized by James

Gallagher and Ron Haskins of the Bush Institute for Child and Family, Policy

21
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University of North Carolina. Two volumes in the,seiies (one On

models for social policy analysis-and one on maternal and child health

policfy) are now in press; the Parent Education and Public Policy-volume will

be the third volume in the series., The book is being edited by Ron Haskins,

Parent Education
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and current plans are that the final papers will be submitted tb' Ablex on

October 1
),
.1981. Thus, the volume would be available for purcha fk by

I

April, 1982.

This series of books is currently being advertised in professional

journals and newsletters as well as by direct mail brochures to approximately a

10,000 professionals, human service providers, and policymakers. About four

f4113

months before publication.) the-Parent Education and Public Policy volume,'

wan advertising campaign Il be mounted to publicize this particular. volume
.of

in the series. ,.-,

...)
Renvectio;ls on Planning and Conducting Conferences on Public Policy

Both laypersons andvtofessionals have an interest in ways that*pu lic

1

policies can be improved to achieve the purposes for which they were

designed. American governments at the federal, state', andllocal levels have

tended to appropriate funds for social programs based primarily on needs of

,potential particirnts'a44 the political strength of such participants and

those who advocate in their behalf. In times of heightened social'conscience
V

and affluence, such AS the mid-1960sf need and advocacy led to more or less

4 "
uncontrolled expansion of these programs.

In many cases, then, social prbgrams in this country have been enacted

with little attenxion to dispassionate analysis of what the programs could

actually accomplish and at, what cosi. Thus, there is now a need to analyze

existing'and proposed programs to determine what they have achieved or-what

22
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they could achieve and allow best to organize and implement such programs to

achieve their ends.

There are, of course, many ways that such programelysis is .being

carried out. These methods include governmental commissions, analyses by

executive and legislative agencies such as the various planning and

evaluation branches of the executive departments and the Congressional Budget

Office, work by legislative committee staffs, and various conferen es

sponsored by federal agencies.

The conference d'escri d in.this report has been one'such effort. Need-

less to say, no single ac ivity of this type can be expected to provide ''

definitive answers to policy questions such as the role of parent programs ,in

improving the quality of life for American families. Nonetheless, confer-

ences can Orovide reasoned arguments, based on judgment, data, and expert

opinion, that can play at'least some role in subsequent policy debates.

In order to play even this limited role, however, a number of step4

be taken to insure that conferences address the policy issues they were

designed to consider, and produce specific recommendations, that are

consistent with expert opinion and social science data. Six of these steps

' seem especially pertinent, .end setve as a basis for planning by subsequent

grodps planning conferences to'address policy issues. First, it is necessary

to provide participants with a common basis for dicusssion. This can be done

in. any of several ways; e.g., by having one person prepare a single overview

paper, by supplying a bibliography or copies of extant written materials, or

'may preparing several background papers that cover selected aspects of the

problem under consideration. In most cases, a moderate amount of background

c

material is to be preferred, and participants should have the material well

(at least one Tonth) in advance of the conference.

23
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Second, in addition to background material, the srific policy,

questions to be considered should be selected before the conference, and

participants should be informed about the questions. If possible, at least

% .

' sots% participarits should play, a\kle in selecting questions, and the
......../

round mat I ial supplied to all participants should be Pertinent to the

policy questions. At minimum, key conferenCe participants should have an-

opportunity to review the policy questions and propo topics or minor

changes in the topics selected by the conference'staff.

Third, the background material should be briefly and succinctly

summarized during the conference,itself. People who summarize the material,

should assume that participants have read the material, and should therefore

cover only the major points and do little more than suggest the arguments and

data that support major points. In order ta,.fulfill this require ment, it

(-
will usually be necessary to exert some'control ver the summary

presentat,,ions. This can be accomplished by having conference staff make the

summary presentations, or if.lhe presentations are be made by invited

speakers, being certain they understand that only a ummary is necessary,

that only a specific amount of time--say 10 or 15 minutes--will be devoted to

each presentation, and by having someone call time and stop the'speakes if

necessary. In any case, rule of thumb should be thht no more than about

1/3 of conference time be devoted to presentations, thereby leaving 2/3 bf

the large-group meeting time'for discussions.

Fourth, unless the conference is very small or there are only one or two

policy questions to be discussed, it is usually a good idea to break the

conference into smaller groups of 1,0,to 12 people to discuss each issue

separately. Since the primary business of the conference is to- prepare

24
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spScific policy' recommendations on each of the preselected issues, at least

half of the conference shoule be devoted to small-group meetings.

Fifth; the conference staff should carefully select a discussion leader

and a reporter for each group. Discussion group leaders must be thoroughlf

familiar with the topic at hand, and must also be well briefed onlloh the

specific question to be addressed by their group and the ground rules by

which discussion shbuld 'proceed toward consensus. Of greatest importance,

the leader should understand, and should Inform members of.the discussion

group at the beginning, that the outcome of their meeting is to be a set of

specific policy recommendations.

Regarding the recorder, it is probably best for members of the

conference staff to fill this role. Although in some cases it may prove

desirable to tape record the small-group discussions for subsequent use, it

is nonetheless necessary to have one person responsible for writing down the

croup recommendations and for insuring that group members agree with thi

wording of each recommendation. Under some circumstances, it may also be

desiralke to have the recorder prepare a written overview of the group

discussion that includes the specific policy recommendations. If this is

dine, the report should be sent to iflected members of the grogp for comment

and suggestions.

fitxth, some type of written record of the conference should be produced.

Although written materials are not necessarily the best format by which to

communicate with policymakers, it seems safe to conclude that without some

written record,'there is little chance that conference recommendations will,

have any impact on policy, even in the long run. In preparing the written

record of the conference, there are at least two audiences' that should be

kept In mind.

25
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.-The first is professionals, who can beeffectively- reached through

journal publication or a book. Although profeisionals do not often play a

\direct role in Nlicymalling, it may be, possible to.promote'consensus on

policy issues among professionals. In the long run, professional consensus

ion important issumcan have an impact on policy. The Second audience is

policymakers. Formal publicatiolOnd books

of communicating with this audiedce, though

themselves to such means of communication.

are not the

their staff

Perhaps the

most effective means

members may expose

most effeCtive way to

communicate with policymakers is by writing personal letters and including

brief overviews of conference recommendations. If the conference has

produced specific recommendations that are judged to represent 4.omsensus, and

if such recommendatiqns are timely and importadt, it may be worthwhile to

present selected Dolicymakerswith specific legislative propqsals that would

follow from conference recommendations.

A dote of caution about communicating with policymakers seems in order

here. The long-term impact of professionals on policymakerb may be enhanced

if we are cautious in making policy recommendations. Thup, unless there is

widespread agreement among profesdiohals on research results that support ,a

particular pOlicy initiative, and unless there-is substantial reason to

believe that such initisiN71 would produce the intended results, it may be

best to confine communication to the professional community.

26
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BISH INSTITUTE FOR CHILD AND FAMILY POLICY
to

Dr. Urie Broftfenbrenn
Department of Child veldtimentie

And Family Relati hips

College of,Home Econ cs

G-60 Martha Van Rensselaer
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14850

January 10, 1980

H. Rutherford Turnbull, rit
Institute vt Government

Dear Dr. Bronfenbrenner:

First, as I am sure you know, we are very pleased that you

have agreed to attend tlt conference on Parent Education and

Public Policy did o prepare a summary paper of the research

reports. In thi Att r, I would like to briefly explain the

nature and t g of this latter task.

You will recall from our phoIPne conversation that the

conference itself will be a rather small, working conference

limited to about 35 participants plus a few observers. The

reseaMgh reports (see enclosure) will be prepared and distri-

buted before the conference, and each author will therefore

need only 10 minutes or so to summarize their paper. Each

summary will then be followed by discussion.

After all the research reports have been summarized, you

and
4
Alison Clarke-Stewart will have 15 or 20 minutes to pre-

sent yOur summaries of the research paper's. These remarks,

of course, can be preparedibefosehand, but I suspect you may

alsofwent to agree or aisagree, minipize or emphasize, some

oft, the points made during the discussions that follow the

various papers.

After.the conference, you

your summary in written form.

emphasize the papers presented
certainly feel free to include

may bake 12 to 16 weeks to put
Althoughwe would like you to
at, the Conference, you should
material. from other research

reports available inithe literature if that seems appropriate.

The primary objective is to provide a survey of evidence

documenting the effects of various types of parent programs

oattlh'pirent behavior and child development or school per-

fo ce. Hopefully, this survey may lead to some Statements

about the types of parent prograMs, or the particular .charac-

teristics of various parent programs, that seem to be especially

capable of producing effects.

The Frank Pqrter Graham Chia Development Center
Highway 54 Bypass West 071 A, chapel Hill, N.0 27514 - (919) 966-4121
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Finally, botjt you and Dr; ClarkeStewart should feel free
to digW1Conclusions from your review about the types of programs

that should be supported by federal policy. Thi' particular
task, however, is ngt a requirement'of your review because'otherl
papers will be specifically addressed to this question. Nonethe

,/ ) less, we would enc6urage you to draw policy implications if you

feel comfortable doing so.

The research papers and the research gummaries will be pre
sented on Saturday morning and, if necessary, Saturday afternoon.
Thus, if you cannot attend the entire conference, Saturday would
be the most important day for you to attend. You will notice

that the enclosed card lists possible flights for attending
the entire conference and for attending the Saturday session only.
If you will check the flights you prefer and return the card to
me, I will send you the tickets.

If you have any questions about your paper or about the
conference, please do not hesitate to call Mt. In the meantime,

I certainly hope your recovery from surgety is progressing
smoothly.

RH:asp

Enclosures

wa

Cordially,

Ron Haskins
Conferelice Organizer
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